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We are currently working with a leading FMCG business based in Paddock Wood.

Due to ongoing growth, they are currently seeking 3 Production Operators to join their team

on a full-time, permanent basis. The Production Operators will be required to assist with

the timely delivery of high-quality, finished products. You will work across many aspects of

day-to-day operations from the picking and packing of goods for dispatch. You will ensure a

high standard of work and follow the production of goods and shipping schedule. You will

commence as grade 1, and receive training on each task, and move to the next level with

increased confidence in your ability.

You will demonstrate the ability to work effectively and collaboratively with others both

internally and externally. Enjoy being part of a team but taking responsibility for your role is

key. Keen attention to detail in maintaining a high quality of work in a busy factory

environment. Presentable, with excellent communication skills and the confidence to ask

questions to ensure job requirements are understood. The

ability to work to instruction and on own initiative when required. Good IT skills would also be

beneficial. The ability to work in a manual, working environment.

Career development on completion of successful grade training.

Experience in a manufacturing and production environment is desirable.

Hours for this role will be Monday to Friday 8am-4pm. Benefits include a company pension

scheme, 25 days holiday plus bank holidays, an extra day off on your birthday, free parking, and
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career progression.

At KHR we take care to ensure that you are represented as well as possible so it is worth

checking your CV for layout, spelling and grammar as well as making sure it is up to date before

you submit. If you feel you need to highlight particular qualifications, skills or relevant

experience with regards to a specific role then please add a cover letter or a preface

page. This does not need to be formatted in the same manner. In addition, if your CV is heavy

with graphics etc, please could you also submit a “clean” copy in Word. Thank you.

KH Recruitment Ltd is acting as an Employment Agency in relation to this vacancy. KHR –

Recruitment Specialists is a trading name of KH Recruitment Ltd Keep in touch with us

online for job alerts, industry updates and market…
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